Huntington High School Football Stats

Amityville @ Huntington on 9/29/12 at 2pm

Head Coach – Steve Muller
Assistants – R. Wilson, J. McCabe, J. Byrnes, M. Bifulco, T. Jamison

Box Score: 1 2 3 4 FINAL RECORD OVERALL DIVISION III STANDING
Huntington 6 0 13 0 19 3-1 4TH PLACE
Amityville 0 0 6 14 20 3-1 5TH PLACE

OFFENSE:
RUSHING:
01 TROY GREENE – 17 CARRIES FOR 101 YARDS, 1 TD
17 JOSH LONG – 2 CARRIES FOR 17 YARDS
28 DEVON NELSON – 11 CARRIES FOR 63 YARDS
45 ANTHONY PUCA – 5 CARRIES FOR 13 YARDS, 1 TD

PASSING:
17 JOSH LONG – 2 RECEPTIONS FOR 25 YARDS, 1 TD
12 BEN KOCIS – 5 / 14 PASSING FOR 73 YARDS, 1 TD
02 DEVONTE EVANS – 1 RECEPTION FOR 12 YARDS
88 JAMES BYRNES – 2 RECEPTIONS FOR 36 YARDS

TOTAL OFFENSE: 35 RUSHES FOR 195YDS, 2 TD’S, 5 RECEPTIONS FOR 73 YDS, 1 TD’S, = 268 YDS, 3 TD’S

DEFENSE:
01 TROY GREENE – 6 SOLO TACKLES, 1 PASS DEFLECTION, 1 ASSIST
02 DEVONTE EVANS – 2 TACKLES
05 TYLER GREENHILL – 8 SOLO TACKLES, 1 FUMBLE RECOVERY
09 JOHN MALLOUK – 4 SOLO, 1 FOR LOSS, 1 FUMBLE RECOVERY
17 JOSH LONG – 2 SOLO, 1 PASS DEFLECTION, 1 FORCED FUMBLE, 2 ASSIST
25 LEVAR BUTTS – 2 SOLO, 2 TACKLES FOR LOSS, 1 SACK, 4 ASSISTS
28 DEVON NELSON – 6 SOLO
44 CHRISTIAN GONZALEZ – 3 SOLO, 1 FOR LOSS, 1 PASS DEFLECTION
53 NICK LUPI – 3 SOLO
64 JOHN CIMETTA – 4 SOLO, 1 ASSIST
78 SHAHEEM LEWIS – 3 SOLO, 1 FOR LOSS, 1 SACK, 1 INTERCEPTION, 1 ASSIST
88 JAMES BYRNES – 2 SOLO, 1 ASSIST

TOTAL DEFENSE: 45 SOLO TACKLES, 5 TACKLES FOR LOSS, 2 SACKS, 10 ASSISTS, 1 INT, 3 PASS DEFLECTIONS, 2 FUMBLE RECOVERIES

SPECIAL TEAMS:
11 NICK ARLEO – 2 TACKLES ON KICK
25 LEVAR BUTTS – 1 TACKLE ON KICK
88 JAMES BYRNES – 1 TACKLE ON KICK
10 PAT REILLY – 1/3 PAT’S

NEXT GAME: Saturday, October 6 at 3 p.m. at Deer Park (1-3)
Deer Park lost to Hauppauge last week, 21-12